Highlights of Coming Together at ISSSEEM: Uniting with Our Fellow Subtle Energy Peers

Healing Touch Program, Healing Touch Professional Association and Healing Touch Worldwide Foundation exhibited at the recent 19th Annual ISSSEEM (International Society for the Study of Subtle Energy and Energy Medicine) Conference near Denver. What an incredible feeling of “Welcome,” mutual respect and common interest (for the advancement of Energy Medicine into mainstream) we, who represented Healing Touch there, experienced. We all agreed that being together with like-minded scientists, researchers, physicians, psychologists, practitioners and students was thrilling and inspiring. It brought up that delicious feeling of coming home! What seemed most encouraging was the noticeable shift to collaboration and willingness to join forces with each other to help ALL advance and be successful. The mutual goal of bringing our “work” to the world and how to best do that, together, was the main topic of discussion.

As we networked with our peers and those interested in learning more about Healing Touch Program, we felt proud to learn that HT Program is held in high regard for the foundation of Janet Mentgen’s 20 year standardized curriculum. As part of the ISSSEEM offerings, Cynthia Hutchison, HT Program Director, was invited to participate in a panel discussion on various energy medicine modalities (Healing Touch, Reiki, Body Talk, Meditation, and Acupuncture). Cynthia was also featured in ISSSEEM’s new short Im about their organization (click here to view their Im), as Cynthia has been a regular attendee of ISSSEEM’s conferences for a dozen years and has served on their conference planning committee. Kathy Layte, HTP’s Chairperson for Research Advisory Committee, took place in a panel discussion on scientific methods to study energy medicine.

ISSSEEM is made up of accomplished, well-respected, highly trained professionals from all over the world in science, medicine, quantum physics, health care, energy medicine and bodywork. It was令人 to know that we (HT Program, HTPA and HTWF) have a well earned place among them and in fact are expected to be there at the forefront of this unfolding of the “new” science – Energy Medicine. We’re already counting the days until we are together again next year. Denise Premischak, ISSSEEM’s Executive Director, will be present at the HTP Conference to meet more HTP practitioners and to represent ISSSEEM. (www.issseem.org). On the next page are some photos including some of the highlights of the conference.
Clockwise from top left: Our Healing Touch booth (HTP, HTPA and HTWF all represented); Lynne MacTaggert, Kathy Moreland Layte, Melinda OConnor and Cynthia Hutchison; ISSSEEM HTP Level 1 class with Cynthia Hutchison as the instructor; The Modalities Panel; Cynthia Hutchison (representing HT), Jim Oschman and Kathy Moreland Layte